The purpose of this paper is to extend (0.2) to manifolds of variable negative curvature, and to describe the asymptotics of N(t; m) when m varies with in a roughly linear fashion. For simplicity we shall only consider surfaces M whose first homology groups are torsion free, i.e., H1M 7/20, g > 2. There exist C forms 091 o92o on M such that for any smooth closed curve 7 on M the homology class of ), is (r o91, r o20). Let SM be the unit tangent bundle of M; define W: SM by W/(x, v) (ogi(x), v) (here <, > denotes dot product). For [20 define -F() to be the maximum entropy of an invariant probability measure 2 on SM satisfying W d2 i'i 1, 2,..., 29 (invariant means invariant with respect to the geodesic flow on SM). In sec. 4 we will show that -F() is well defined and C for in some neighborhood of the origin, and that the Hessian matrix VZF() is strictly positive definite for every in this neighborhood.
. Recently, Phillips and Sarnak [12] and Katsuda and Sunada [6-1 have for a constant C > 0, where r is the rank (over 7/) of the homology group H1M (i.e., H1M Z G, where G is the torsion subgroup).
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The main result of this paper is Our approach to Th. is completely different from that of [6] and [12-1, which is based on the Selberg trace formula. We use the symbolic dynamics for geodesic flows developed by Sinai, Ratner, and Bowen to reformulate the problem as a counting problem in a sequence space, then use certain aspects of Ruelle's "thermodynamic formalism" to solve this counting problem. The method is more intricate than that of [6] and [12] , and the details of the Fourier analysis more demanding; moreover, it appears to be ill suited for asymptotic expansions. However, it applies to a large class of flows (those admitting "symbolic dynamics") [7-1, and variations on the method are suitable for a large variety of counting problems in hyperbolic geometry (see [8] for some examples).
The overall organization of the calculation is virtually the same as that in our earlier paper [7] . However, some simplifications are possible here ((i) there are no "rapidly oscillating terms", as in [7] , Lemma 7; and (ii) all of the functions except the height function r(x) are integer-valued, which makes the Fourier analysis less complicated). Also, there is a (correctable) error in the unsmoothing argument of [7-1, sec. 6 . For these reasons we shall give a complete proof of Th. 1 here, without reference to [7] .
Another advantage of the methods used here and in [7] , [8- [7] , [8] (cf. [7] , Th. 4; [8] dt=O Let x EA be a periodic sequence with smallest period n; then the path (x, t), 0 < < Snr(X), is a periodic orbit of the suspension flow with least period S,r(x). and n is the set of periodic sequences in Ea with least period n. In the subsequent sections we shall undertake an asymptotic analysis of the function R(r.; m,..., m2g).
The symbolic dynamics described in (a)-(g) above is by no means canonical (in fact, Bowen's construction shows that there are infinitely many such representations). In the remainder of this section we will show that the suspension flow may be chosen in such a way that the functions r, p, ( E be chosen in such a way that the set toS"")"") Xtk,)," Observe that Z'=x gi _= 1. Consider x such that tr"x x, n > k, and suppose g(x)
1. The sequence defined by x), 1 < j < n + k, 2+, x) *) has the property that tr": x ") and 9()= 1, hence is included in the sum defining Q,; moreover, do(x, ) < (const)p "+k, so IS,r(x) S,r (2) [6] or [7] ). Proof. By Prop. 7 there is a neighborhood of the origin contained in f. Assume that is in this neighborhood, and let z, *, t, kt =/z,,-ntz)r be as in Prop. 5 . We will show later, using Prop. 4 , that for any 6 , exp{--t(n/t)/((t/n)*)}n-O-3/z(2rc)
where z. OoT((t/n)*). By Prop. 6 , s y(s*)/s has its minimum at s t, where it has a positive second derivative. Consequently, Taylor's theorem implies that exp{-t(n/t)V((t/n)*)} exp{-tF(dj)} exp{-tbe((t/n)-t)/2}
uniformly for n such that In t/t[ < Kzo exp{-(t/So)7(So*) + IzolV}/(1 e-az)).
Since -y(So*)/So < -y(t*)/t -r(), this proves that R(t; m) R(t Kzt; m) , exp{-(t kz)F((t kz)-lm)}(t kz) --1 k=l det V2F((t-kz)-lm)l/2Ct,_ko-lm(Z).
Observe that (d/dt)(tF(t-lm))= F(t-lm)-(VF(t-lm), t-lm) -B(VF(t-lm)); if t-lm is near the origin then VF(t-lm) is near the origin, because VB(0) 0 (Prop. 7), and thus -B(VF(t-lm)) < 0, because B(0) > 0 by (4.5) . Hence the terms in the above series are exponentially decreasing, and the major contribution comes from the range < k < x/" Using (5.2) and the above formula for (d/dt)(tF(t-lm)) we obtain R(t; m)-R(t-Kzt; m).. e-'rt)t--l(2rc)-(det . Thus Kz may be chosen small enough that (5.6) is valid, but large enough that (1 Kz)h < -F() e for some e > 0. Now R(t Kzt; m) < the total number of periodic orbits of the flow with period < (1 Kz)t, which is < (const)e tl-r')h by Margulis's theorem [9] .
This proves that R(t; m) e-'rt)t--x(2n)-(det V2I'())I/2(<VI-'(), > l-'()) -1 provided t-lm is in a sufficiently small neighborhood of the origin. All of the above approximations hold uniformly in locally, by the continuity of the thermodynamic functions. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
Appendix: Proof of Proposition 0. The strategy will be to alter the sequence space Za furnished by the Bowen/Ratner construction so as to obtain a new sequence space E. This new sequence space will be constructed in such a way that all "periodicities" in the functions qg', qg'g are destroyed.
Step 1 Lipschitz relative to the metrics dp on Za and Ea. Hence, each of the sequence spaces Ea provides an alternative "symbolic dynamics" for the geodesic flow.
The reason for introducing the spaces Ea is that they provide much enlarged alphabets. In particular, if {x 1, x2, x m} is any finite collection of periodic sequences in Ya, then for all sufficiently large k the periodic sequences p(x 1),..., pl(x') in :a are such that no two share a common symbol from .
In step 2 we will assume that the original sequence space Ea has been replaced by Ea for some k; for ease of notation we will drop the subscript k and write the alphabet as { 1, 2, l}. In step 3 we will specify k.
Step 
